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This letter 1e to point out a surprising phenomenon that should occur if the 

eO particle has a spin and a magnetic moment. The sfaquence of events, is shown 

schematically,. thus:" 

:: 
, ,60 + l10 __ ~>". ' 

i "Vz mag. i ";,./':2 
" field 

A JfP meson is made. in associated production with a hyperon. and let us 
, ,·10 

say the spin (soUd arrow) is up. After""" 10 sec, .91 decay hasle£tonly~e 

6Z component of the original wave. This also has spln up. The 6Z is part e p 

part tP, each of which has, of course, spin up. But the magnetic moment: (dotted 

arrow:) of the TfJ will be oppositely directed from that o! the (p, since it is'" the 
: '0 

anUJi)artic1e of the e. Therefore, if the, 61. bearne in vacuum, encounters a 

uniform vertical magnetic field, there will be an energydUference 

Af :: 1. vH between the ~O. TfJ • 
and a difference A. f./-K in their De BrogUe frequencies. The eO. 'tfJ components 

will therefore, in time, get out of phase. Once they are out of phase, the particle 

is rio longer entirely a BZt but has .a 81 component. The 81 component then 

quickly decays into two 11' mesons. ' 
c 

A long -lived 6Z beam can therefore be "quenched" by a magnetic field. if o ' 
the 6 has a magnetic moment. 

1 
M. Gell-Mann and 'A. Pais. Phys. Rev. 97. 1387 (1955). 
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For a moment .... 1:1 • the fielda and times required are about like 
mkc 

those needed to rotate a nuclear spin by "",1 radian, or on the order of 104 or 105 

gauas -feet. The e,f!ect could therefore be observed experimentally. 

The equation for the regenerated 61 amplitude can be derived in a manner 

entirely similar to that of Case. Z A plot of I -I J Z VIS distance into the magnetic 

field (<II is the amplitude of 61) lagiven in Fl~,. 1. The values of the parameters 

used are: 

"I = 10-
10 

sec, "2 = oo~Tl.Z 1:1 91•Z lifetime), 

y 1:1 1 a 6, 
Jl..; ~t; 

Wz .. WI 1:1 (maS3 difference frequency) 1:1 1 , and 
ZT 1 

1 M1 (for .... 1:1 .;.....-.,. this corresponds to 
Z T1 mkc 

2f.lH -= 
-6 

a field of Zl.7_ kilogauss). 

Figure 1 implies that if the magnet is 60 cm long, 10% of the incident 

62's would decay just beyond the magnet. However, I 0. 1 1 Z ( 1 :: ~ 
. T:yl3c 18cm 

is the 

pttobability, per cm of path, Ifor decay in the magnet. Taking this into ac;count, one 

sees that the reason the curve is falling, for magnet length ~ 100 cm; is that most 

of the' particles have decayed in the magnet. The effect is therefore quite lar;ge. 
, . 

It is interesting to speculate whether experiments already performed can 

rule out reasonable values of the magnetic moment. A quick look indicates that , . 0 
probably this is not the case. Experiments where e 's are produced in a magnet 

cloud cJ?amber· do not have much 61. path length. On the other hand. in the experi-
3 ' ment by Lederman at al., a strong sweeping magnet preceded the cloud chamber. 

This could have the effect ot wiping out all but the m = 0 substate (which is 

unaffectec:I by the field). This substate would ,then not regenerate in the cloud 

'. chamber magnet, since its field was parallel to that of the sweeping magnet. 

Rather, the typical 62 3-body decays would be seen. 

This work was done under the auspices of the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission. 

2 K. Case. Phys. Rev. 103, 1449 (1956). 
- 3 

Lande, Booth. ImpedugUa, Lede rman, ChinGwsky, Obse rvation of Long -Li veti 

Neutral V Particles. BNL-2857[i956].' 
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Fig. 1. Regeneration of e's by magnetic field for 

'( = 6 

-10 
'TT=10 sec 

eh . 
(corre sponds to 22.7 kg if I.l. = --. ) 
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